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Citizen education- (CE) is a term, or slogan, wh Ei appears with increasing

frequency in theVEOressional literature. Activities aboundjn the area.

cently, a U.S. Office of Education task force has developed recommendations

for a national -level CE program; two national- conferences on the topic have
4

been convened; and numerous publications use this slogan as a central theme,

Re-

Most immediately, Research for Better Schools has initiated a Xive-year SE.pro-% _

gram o.f research, development, and dissemination.

Givet this growing activity and the present "softness" of the terig CE among

laypersOns and profeS-sionals alike, it becomes important to,aefine Itin a way
-

that will make possible a cows= understanding of
,

Its meaning. The slogan was

a conscioris construction in 1976 by a group of educators who had a general idea

of, what they meant by it. First, info.vmulating the slogan, they deliberately
*

meant to imply that it carries an imperative charge -- that is, it suggests that

we ought to teach indivi'dua'ls to become-effective citizens. Further, it might

roughly translate into the sage genus as, or a reconstructiony
of anothef slogan;

"citizen'ship education" -- a reconstruction in the sense that is broader in

.

scope iacorporates new pedagogy, involves many Institutions in addition to

schools, focuses upon all ages, emphasizes action and partic4ation, selectively
.

rejects old theories, and addresses new problems in out soCi'ty today.
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Stipulating A Definition

The purpose of this paper is to stipulate a working definition of CE. A

By working definition we mean a statement that will develop'and mature as

our CE experience grows, not a formal, precisely'delineated definition. Thus

the defining process will continue over time and the d
einition

itself take

firmer shape as we become clearer about what is- possible and desirable. This ,

working definition will attempt to point the direction for CE, outline the
.1"

domain, and provide rules for what should -- and should not -- be included.

It will almost certainly raise questions -- questions which may well stimulate

more clarity in furrther definitions. %Ae hope that oui effort to stip.Thate

a definitidn will move forward the CE field, so that ddcisions, actions, com-

mitments, and resources can be effectively mobilized.

I

Definitions Are Time -Specific
A

We have said that CE falls into the tradition or genus of the-earlier

umbrella term "citizenship education" (also referred to interchangeably as
-4,

"civic education"). Ci'tizenship education has a long and venerable tradition

-in,out country. It has b "influenced and shaped by three major factors:
4

current events and issues, contemporary ideology, and prevailing pedagogical

fashion:

A.
1p

P

First, citizenship education programs are conceptualized and shaped by

the period in which they, ocC . by the important events, issues, and character-
^ar

istics of that period: For example; the mass immigration of the late 1800s

gave rise td citizenship education efforts which emphasized the Americanization

of all people, the building and assimilation of a common culture and tradition.



Again, citizenship education in the 1940s and 1950s emphasized the responsibil-
.

international strife andity of citizens to serve the nation in the face of

threats from faspism and communism.

A second 'factor -- the contemporary ideological mood -- strongly inflUences

how citizenship education programs are fodused. For example, the ideologies of

-Rousseau and Locke underlay the citizenship education emphasis on- freedom and

liberty of the post-Revolutionary period.- Religion and its corollary moral codes

of .behavior shaped civic eduCation in colonial America. Underlying the-American-.
,

izarion movement of the late 1800s was the "melting pot" ideology =- the' notion

that a "dominant," "right," "American" cul.iture existed to which those of

different heritage must adapt. In the mid-twentieth century citizenship educa--:,

tiontms responsive to the prevailing ideolOgy that democracy' as practiced by

the USA was self-evidently the right and true desire of all:persons. Thus vari-
] 4-

ous -idologies, then as now,/ shape the citizenship. education movements of their
,

time, asking-Strategic questions, providing ansWers.t6,sOcial problems, and
.

spdcifying what are believed to be worthWhile objectives.

re
r

A third factor flualcing concelitions of citizenship education is the pre-
,. /

"wailing fashion of pedagogy. Fortxample, citizenship education'in colonial

)

America emphasized punishment and didacticism and moralistically preaching to

r-
students about/religiously grounded notions of "right" and "good." Rote learn-

Ing and the dramatic eniphasis'of ceremony and pageantry were prominent teaching

r

devices during the late 1600s. The learner was bonded to the nation through

public participation and social engagement in patriotic-ceremonies. The 1950s

found us emphasizing discussion and examination of issues; for we believed that

o )
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4

reasoning should be respected and reinforced and that learners could and should

be persuaded. All of_tfiese pedagogical fashions had an impact., on the civic

education of their time.

How do.these three factors today influence our proposed)stipulated defi-

nition of CE? Firstj consider Current events and problems. 'There is strong

evidence that large. groups of people in our society have a sense of personal

powerlessness vis-a-vis our political institutions. There is a concomitant

lack of civic participation, a negative perception of politicians and civic

leaders, and a withdrawal into privatism and seven narcissism. All of these

characteristics are particularly true of those on the bottom of the socio-

economic ladder. Finally, there is clear evidence of a growing ignorance

about ou-r government and the civic processes and issues which must concern

citizens. Any contemporary CE program must address and, if pOssible,.redress

these problems And be modified in so doing:

Current i eology also has an impact.. New formulations of CE must accom-

modate% pr-at to t take a position with respect to, the issues of racial and
..

sex .equality., pluralism, equity in economic opportunities, and citizen concerns

'such as ecology. Areas of ideological'conflict are ndt far toiseek, and they

necessarilyaffect how we define CE.

4
1

Finally, the current state of the science and'art of pedagogy makes itself

felt in several ways. The conceptual perspectiJeé. of educational technology

o

with its emphasis upon objectives, precision, content analysis, and evaluaticin

as a basis for development and validation -- is one major influence on our stipu-

ti
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lated definition. Several learning theories come into playas important factors.

Developmental theories of learning provide a powerful and persuasive framework

for designing and implementing CE programs, particularly their hypotheses of
01-

specific stages of social 'growth that begin with unadorned egocentrism and pro-

ceed upward through acknowledgement of and caring for others to a world con-

escfousness of all persons. Research by social psychologists provides us with

data about how to teach people to think, how to dispose them towrds altruistic

acts, and how to engineer environments that encoueage cooperative relationships

among them. Studies in'polit ca socialization help answer Itiestions suchlas:

.

What influences people to become involved in their community? What skills and
.

=,.s.

behaviors are appropriateto teach for political activism? What is desirable
,

.

i
civic ehavior? How can peOple engage constructively in communit affairs?

Finally, aching approaches such as simulation, student interns ips, and role-

taking trai ng also bear on a CE working definition.

c

ro recapitulate, our CE definition will, like preceding ones, reflect con-
9

cerns of the current scene, contemporary ideology, and the best we now know

about teadhing and learning. The definition will, like preceding ones, be time-

-bOund andtake its, legitimate place, as a new generation of citizenship education

defined. Nolet u4'turn to the task of definition.

The CE definition which we propose includes six elements: (1) a general,

4

somewhat abstract, statement which focuses on the_CE domain and which provides

a very rough rule of exclusion-inclusion; ,(2) a statement of the basic princi-

Vi

,

pies underlying our thinking; (3) a list of .con nt areas generally included in

CE; (4) specification of learner outcomesl, (5) a list of modes of instruction
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to beincluded; and (6) a description of the kinds of institutions that will

join in the CE movement. In a sense we are modeling the definition on those

of other, major educational movements -- for instance, career education or bi-

lingual education, since we conceive CE, like them, to be much more than

, simply a curriculum effort.

A General Definitional Statement

Herewith a one-sentence definition: CE is an educational, effort which\

seeks to teach all citizens the knowledge, skills, and behaviors which will.
4,

(),dispose andenable them to participate effectively in our democratic society
01

in a manner which contributes to the common welfare end is personally satisfy- ,t,
t

ing. Admittedly, this statement is at such a level of_abstraction that it will
.-q .1

j
,

)
be oflimited,help to the schoolperson. Indeed, do not all school effortsCon-

, ,4

stitute some kind of CE? Certainly read!
,,,

eP4tics, shop, and physical
,,,,,

.' .-
..li-

--, education, for instance, might akl be-included,414Wy:this single-senten& deft
1

r..,,--

. J,

nition. Yet the statement doea stipul to t4 &,deg1:ee. For instance its'use
-I -

of the word "participate" correctly gese.ri,emphf&
%,

alt onclaction: It also..

,

c'aUribt be unde6tood to stress sciencerules out certain areas -T,that is,

.

qua science; nor cap it inclu wgcat.ionai education as a principal focus.
'

X

To'amplify further, CE is here seen in a particular context which has been

described in life-role analyses of human behavior. This perspecti-iT holds that

we hava\principal roles to play in life, e.g., worker, spouse, parent, citizen,

and these roles can serve fo organize the school curriculum p, The life-roles

training might include personal development, basic skills education (mathematics

and language arts), aesthetic, education, career/vocational education, and per-
.

L
fi
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haps family education. When considered in this context, CE is seen as that

area which focuses upon social interaction -- how we live together, how we inter-

act with others, hoW we govern ourselves, and how we participate in'social and .

"body politic" units.

This one-sentence 44V.finition also implies two interrelated criteria for

judging the quality of citizen participation in our democratic society: The

participant must contribute td the common welfare; an-dthat participation must

be personally satisfying. Here we call for a synergy, whenever possible, between

the common welfare and the individual's satisfaction; at the least, a balance;

if possible; a congruence. We do not call for the indi idual to sacrifice'his/

41

- her interests to serve the. commonweal. Nor, of course, are we saying that, it

is enough to participate only in a way that is satisfactory to oneself. It may

be impossible to adhere to these two criteria. HoweVer, it seems worthwhile to

attempt .to do so, for they.best express our concern for both the individual and

the community ih a democratic framework.

Underlying Basic Principles

What premises and values are implicit in our definition? Our proposed CE

definition is conservative in the sense that its expressed values and conceptual-

izations are traditional. Of course, this characteristic may change or be

modified as the program develops, or as specific places, groups, and persons

adapt it. Nevertheless, we view this working definition of CE as advocating

historical American democratic values: equality, respect for all persons, ra-

tional decision=making; and liberty, or self-determination, constrained only by

the three preceding values. These basic principles are embedded in the signal 'C'N



historical documents

8,

our country; they are embedded in the mechanics of our

government; and they underlie the basic precepts of our civil law.

The CE effort will emphasize aggressive inquiry and examination of issues.

Thus it wild nq take positions.op specific
410

civic controversies, e.g., abortion.

Rather, it will set forth the basic principles and then call won citizens to

work out the implications of these principles with regard to a particular issue.

--'thus there is a deliberate emphasis on the values of reasoned debate, civil dis

course, rational argument, and open examination. 'Dissent, questions which

ch'allenge, and controversies will be invited and dealt. with in CE -- a position

consistent with education's current approaches. to issues in dispute.

.

Responsible participation in government and civic life is another underly

ing value. CE contends that all persons should feel an obligation to contribute

to the commonweal in some manner. Privatism, withdrawal into one's own world,

and selfconcern ("I ,just_want to do my own thing") are viewed as undesirable.

Individuals must, at times, join the common, effort -- the huMan community --

and cbntribute their actions, judgments, and voice. Cf programs will seek to

dispose learners to do this.

'\ The proposed working definition of CE is also founded on the'notion (sub
/

stantiated by research data and theories) that social and political behavior

is grounded in personal development and learning. Research has documented_ that

persons with a strong sense of self and efficacy are most able and most likely

to be contributing members of their bommunity, while those who view themselves

as pawns and victims are more apt to be destructive and to abrogate the principal
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values of our society through aberrant behavior, e.g., crime, aggression,

and withdrawal. Therefore, CE programs must penetrate beyond the assessment

of political_behavior and knowledge to a consideration of how individuals de

velop, how they learn our basic democratic principles, and how they can apply

them in responsible interpersonal and social actions.

Finally, CE holds that educators and _schools have not only the right but ,

the obligation to teach citizen behavior which contributes to the social wel-

fare. As agents of the state, the schools are empowered to put the case for

positive social actions. Indeed, for most of our history, it has been assumed

that the development of responsible citizenship in children was an integral

function of the school. The resources of education, and its immediate con-

tinuous access to children of all backgrounds for a large part Of their forma-
.

tive years, make schools the obvious institution to assume leadersliip and

responsibility in CE. Today this responsibility is heavier than ever because

of,the waning influence of social institutions which were once strong CE co-

advocates with the schools. In short, schools have a mounting imperative to

carry out CE programs which aggressively espouse the principal values of our

Society. Tocite Terrel H; Bell, former U.S. Commissioner of Education, "Of

all the institutions that serve the public, certainly our educational institu-

tions ought to be foremost in concern and commitment to both the preservation

apd improvement of our Americah system of government. This ought to be a uni-

versal commitment that transcends almost all others in priority and in importance.

The respoilsibility heavily rests with education and with our educational es-

tablishment nationwide, kindergarten through graduate school, public and private.

American educatio si devote more of its resources to the improvement of ...

the quality of life a. diliving -- bringing enlightened citizen commitment to

government."
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In summary,'then, our approach to CE calls for: (1) advocacy of our

basic values of respect for all persons, equality, freedom, and rational de

cision-making as embedded in our history, laws and government; (2) open de-

bate and consideration of all issues; (3) active, consx,fative community

participation by citizens; (4) an emphasis on the individual's personal

growth and learning as they relate to social interactions and, thereby, the.

broader issues of behavior in the community, the nation, and the world; and-

(5) commitment to the conviction that schools have the right, indeed the obli-
.

gation, to mount,CE programs.

Content Areas of CE

We have found it valuable to list existent eddcational programs and disci-

plines that we perCeive as being included, in whole or in part, in the CE domain.

We can then say that CE consists o combinations of these subjects and content.

The distinction we draw between educational programs and disciplines is

that an educational program is chiefly concerned with instructional outcomes,

with what should be taught; it has stated imperatives. .A discipline, on the,

other hand, is chiefly concerned with knowledge creation; it emphasizes method-

ology and findings. For example, political education (program) has stated ob-,

jectives related to effective political. behavior, and well-developed curricula

exist. Political science (discipline), in "contrast, emphasizes the creation

of new theory and data and research methodology. This paper selects well-de-
o.,

veloped education programs in preference to the allied disciplines in reas

where both exist. In areas where no education programs exist, we have listed

the disciplines (e.g., we mention political education but do !not list political
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science; conversely, we list organizational development (discipline) because

there is no "mirror" educational program).

For another distinction, we consider that an educatidnal program like

civics falls wholly within CE, while, for instance, only selected aspects of

environmental education are also germane to CE; decision-making skills,

knowledge about specific issues, and citizenship dispositions. .(The reverse,

side of the coin is,that environmental education includes significant portions

of information, skills,\and dispositions that we feel are not in, the CE domain --

4 e.g., science and scientific techniques for measurement.) .

As a result of consultations with many individuals and a review of. the

literature, have developed the following list (Figure 1) to lead to an under-
-,

standing what is meapt by the CE slogan.

Figure 1

CE- RELATED PROGRAMS /DISCIPLINES

Civics

Community Education

Economic Education

Energy Education

Environmental Education

Equity EddCation

Family Education

Global-Perspective Education

History

Interpersonal Skills

Law-Related Education

12

a
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NorallEthical/Vailues Education

Mnl*ttultural Education;
.

Organizational Development
-)

Personal Development

T, Training.

problems of Democracy

Social Development

,Social Science

The list is a mixed bag -- sometimes 'specific and narrow in defifiition and

dometimes broad and ill-defined. Yet the contents reflect concern with problems

and issues-of our contemporary society. Indeed, many of the areas reflect wide-

ly accepted imperatives for remedial action, or denote information that could be

-4

used to address societal problemS.

In one sense, the topic areas might be summed up as social learning, learn-

ing the content and context of our democratic society. That is, the CE pro-

/
gram will seek to determine what we should teach learners to enable them to

participate effectively in society -- what they need to know to function comfort-

ably'and effectively,

CE as Learner Outcomes

There is considerable overlap among the items on the previous list. For

example, many of the educational programs teach decision-making skills; again,

many emphasize the same attitudes or disposition, for instance, equality of

persons. If we analyze the topic areas in the light of our generalized defil



ration and pur previously espoused basic printiples of CE, we can synthesize

a definition which consolidates and yet reflects a common core of the content

Areas listed.

43.

In order 0 do this, let- us look at educational programs and disciplines

in terms of learner outcomes -- what the learner should. know, what the learner

should be able to do, And What the learner Would probably decide to do in a

specified situation.

Following educational conventions, we have cast our CE objectives as three

categoriesof learner outcomes. The first category isjolowledge -- what should

the learner know? This is the traditional emphasis upon the student's ability

to recount certain facts and concepts at the teacher's request. The multipli-

cation tables and spelling exemplify this kind of knowledge. It is measured

by traditional testing techniques. The aecond category is skills -- what should

the learner be able to do, at what level of proficiency? Reading, carpentry,

and computer programming are examples of, skills tha't are measured by presenting

the learner with a related task and assessing his/her.performance. The last

category is generally called dispositions or attitudes -- what the learner would
7

probably do in a specific case and the reasons he/she would give for doing it.

Willingness to help, obeying rules, and truthfulnesa,are a few dispositions that

would be considered desirable in a Cteffort. Dispositions are difficult to

measure; most often learners are presented with hypothetical situations and asked

what they would do in those situations, or their behavior is observed in select-

ed situations and they are then interviewed in order to learn the reasons for

their action.
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In line with this model, let us examine our CE definition in terms of

knowledge, skills, and disposition outcomes (Figure 2). The sum of these is

our best answer to the questions: "What/does a citizen need to know, need to

be able to do, and need to be disposed to do, in order to be a good citizen,
_/

- participating in our democratic society in a manner which contributes toX he

common welfare and is perSona y satisfying ?"

Figure 2

CITIZ CATION LEARNER OUTCOMES

The goal of CitizenEducation is to prepare students for current and
future responsibilities in their interpersonal, community, and political liv,es
by fostering the acquisition of the following knowledge, skills, and dispositions
leading to personal satisfaction and the realization of democratic principles:

Knowledge

Knowledge of the dynamic institutions and systems that exert influence
in our society -- law, economics, politics, religion, internationalre-
lations, ethics, and technology

Knowledge of the historical and contemporary context of recurring social
issues related to the above institutions

o Knowledge of the major issues and problems forecast for the above areas
and others that may emerge

Skills

o Inquiry skills -- which enable learners to select, organize, evaluate, and
use information, with special, but not exclusive, reference to problem-

solving and decision-making

o . Interpersonal skills which enable learners to engage in communication,
act cooperatively, exercise leadership, and take part in arbitration

o Action skills -- which enable learners to formulate problems, generate
alternatives, seegoals, plan strategies, consider consequences, and
evaluate courses of action

15
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Figure 2 (continued),_

A. Dispositions

o Respect and caring for others
o Commitment to equality of all persons
o Commitment to rationality
o Commitment to personal ireedom limited only by the above commitments
o Identification with pfFsitive primary irodipss,, and local, national, and

world communities
o CommitMent to action and participation

No that the knowledge outcomes Have been divided into tree sub-

categories. ,We want Citizens to know about the institutions and systems

4

that influence our aociety. -We alSo want learners to know issues of the

past, issues of the present, and issues which are forecast for the future.

This information enables the citizen to participate effectively in our

democratic society; it also becomes the basis for decision-making and action

in the civic arena.

One can easily conceive of a matrix (Figure 3) with societal instit ons

and systems along one dimension and problems and societal issues (divided into

past, present, and future) along the second dimension. The matrix defines the

content of CE,-identifying the knowledge requisite to eff ctive citizenship.

Figure 3 .

CITIZEN 'EDUCATION CONTENT
Societal issues

bocleual institutions ana systems
Past Present Future

Law

Economics

Politics

Religion

International Relations

Technology

Ethics

,

4

16
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Inquiry .skills are important because they enable,4 citizen to obtain and

use information effectively to participate in civic and social,problem Solving.

This is based on several premiges. First, citizens will.Oarticipate, and to

do so they must have and understand the facts. Farther, they must have the

skins to seek and, obtain information. Otherwse, they'will be passilveiy de-
.

pendent upon others to spoon -feed information to them. Once,having the informs.

tion, citizens must be able to make judgments -- to select, organite, and evalu-

ate the information they have received. Finally, they.must be able.to make use

of the information to make decisions or solve-problems. These inquiry sk4ls

are essential to intormed, effective citizen participation in our society.

Interpersonal skills have also been divided into subgroups. They are im-
4

portant because they enable individuals to communicate their wishes and' values
(r.

and to relate to the values and concerns of otherP Such skills are requisites

to effective and personally satisfying participation in civic activities.

a

Finally, action skills are essential, for thoughts without actions have

little or no effect. All the objectives are worthless if the learners do not

or cannot carry their knowledge and skills into effective action. Action skills
e

highlight the citizen as agent and actor.

Turning to the dispositions, it should be stated that the first four were

selected as the basic principles of CE. They must become the basis for learner

action. From another point, of view, they might be thought of as values. In

addition to these four fundamental- dispositions, we have included one reflect-

ing a concern and an identification with the learner's community. We believe

17
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)b.

.

,-/-.
that this, too, it-b sic to CE's concern with civic participation and contri-

bution to the commonweal. Finally, we have included a disposition to act, for,

as we havq stated, the knowledge, skills, and,:disposibions are futile without+
r.

action. Knowledgeable, skillful, principled action is the ultim4te CE objective'.

c

-

.Modes of-Instruction and Learning

Modes of,instruction and learning refers to the cohtexV and the means

within which and through which.the.learners receive the` educational message.

With regard' to instructional modes, we make an important distinction between

our proposed CE effort mad past citizenship educational efforts. Rather than

,

relying solely on t itAmpl classroom pedagogy and curriculum, as in the past,

we propose that. CE useba wide range 6f instructional modes in order to generate

more powerful and, systematic programs.

. \

4

We have identified six different modes of instruCtion/learning'that we

a

feel can create powerful andieffective programs: (1) formal classroom curricu-

lum, (2) interpersonal relations, (3) institutional clike, (4) parental in-
,

volvement, (5) community involvement, and 6) adia.

The formal

r
4

classroom curriculum is what generally happens in the convention-
Tign

al classroom -- course content, teaching techniques, structural methods, and

class-time activities. These elements are what people usually mean when they

talk about educational programs and curricula. In this case, the CE proponents

will go far beyond formal curriculum instruction, contending that it represents

only one mode of teaching/learning possible 72''. particularly in the area of

social learning and growth. Indeed, some of the, other modes may be more power-

13
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fulAhan the formal curriculum in their influence on learning social. behaviors.

We must
,

look.atAhe total experience of the learner and use as many and- varied .,.

' instruction/learning modes as are approbriate and effective.
.2:

\-,

\ .

.
..

The rnterpersonal-relations instructional mode refers to file immediate

A
person-to-person'intgraction Of the learner's environment: T1iis4Aclildes, in

party, what has. been the "invisible curriCulut:"` Specific ,school pie- -

_--/
ments of thii mode embrace both (1) staff-learnerisocial exchanges and (2)

,

learner-learner social,exchanges. The quality.of these exchanges is the ch f

variable to be 'considered. For instance, what are the norm, values, and per-

ceptions,of the teachers and learners with respect to the principles of equality,

respect for all,persons, freedom, and rational decision making? What ids the

nature of interpersonal communicationt? s there discrimination, scapegoating,

unresolved conli , hostility? 'Are there formal and informal mechanisms for.

i..1 ....-,

encouraging and s, porting leadership,. for raising and resolving differences'?"

4

-Since CE is concerned with social learning and growth, the interpersonal culture

, ..-,

becomes a powerful instructional device. .The message is conveyed not by what

the teachers say about respect for persons but by how they treat people. Again,

in the middle-school years the adolescent peer culture and its concern (or lack
IP

of it bout people can be a forceful teachet, a powerful and sometimes destruc-

tive sh per of adolescent social learning. In summary, it is our contention

that those who would teach CE must be conscious of the interpersonal mode

instruction. and learning and its subtleties, must accept the responsibility for

influencing the quality and direction of interpersonal relations as part of CE

instruction. There are many approaches for doing this, for instance, making.

people aware of interpersonal,aspects, legitimizing d.iscussion of issues, ex-

amining the consequences of norms and specific behaviors, and setting.goals for

change and growth.
4
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1

A third teaching! learning m-o-;e is what we call the utional climate.

r,Most often this refers to the structure ofschools, but Mould also refer to
/

the climate of any organization or institution housing CE efforts. .94.(e eets'

of the organilational climate include procedures and structures-for developing
''k.

t 11 _
policy, aspects of/schobi governments, guidance activities, discipli system

.
..

. . . &

and comunication systems within the School.' Students live within s ocial/

ical organization hen. they are at school: Particilmtion.in. this organizat
,

''.- : ,
..

can be, 'in fact is, an fluential teacher. 'If the message of the organization

is thatstudents should be vassive, 'take orders, and do what they are told,.

then, predictably,. tho'se StudentswillIbecome citizens who are nonparticipat
4 '

Orb do not believe in internal control,loi Social ffiCacy, and who arri7r

ally and functionally'alienated.fromociety. institutional ,lini<
- e

clearly an important part of the- "invisible curriculum."

: .

. k -t 1. .

'The foUrth mode of teaching /Learning ,Tisparent involvement. are
,end

: a

home life have-aistrong impact on children's citizenship behaviors,'pakticular7

. .

.

.1;37 in theEarlyyears of life. Basic imtterns are set that perOlst-.Oyer a life-
. k,..'-

, ..s.

aki.me ThUs CE'OUcators must try to touch patents and tb'e'home as much as
_-

2 . .
,

possible, altboUglt this idiffiCult inth.purrent contextof. the-pubilic schools
, -.

.

!

in America.' HoWe<reii .4pecific actions can be carried. but,: including. (1 home/'
-- . .

. ,... '..- .
,

.

. .
,- ..

school communications about social. behavior; (2) involvementioffparents and other

family members in policy development related to CE in thp schools,; (3) intro-

4 duCtion of training and workshbps in parenting elatedIto CE ,a

&.

\ -. - ,,'' (
growing area of interest among-parents; and (4) deVelopment of :parent/learner,. ,I.

*.

tivities related'..to eE,.spch'as ceremonies, parent/studentcouncil, and, sq
. . :

,:

,
, .

.

.

.

.

forth. 'This is an important' area which call for fdUcational piOneering.and ',.

,.,
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leadership. Its potential is enormous, partly because parents want to be in-

volved -- they wantto help-their children grow in,Ot positivetsocial way sgt

forth inCE.

.
, . .

Community involvement is the-7fifth mode oL.learning/teaching. The focus

is upon the learners'_ relationship to institutions /organizations within the
.,. .

community. A powerful.and,positive socializing'force is to involve students

in meaningful, authentic social roles in their community -- community..defined

include/the region, the nation, and the world, although the main ,f,ocus

W:SV be on the loca'l community. Two elements of this mode are the quality of

interchanges between the learners and the learning institution and between the

learners and the community. To improve and sustain that quality, various steps

3

can be taken. First, foster communication and interaction between learner and

community by bringing community speakers into the, classroom or going out into

the community to collect informatiop. Second, promote student involvement in

community issues by holding discussions or, for instance, becoming involved in

IP
a project bearing on a community problem. Finally, establish structures and

roles for students enabling them to participate in the community; for instance,

establish and publicize a clearinghouse for student volunteer community activ-

ities, or develop internship programs for learners to participate in government'

and health-care agencies. 'There are excellent models of programs in this mode

of teaching/learning, and the CE program must stress this valuable approach.

The sixth and final mode of teaching/learning is the use of media. Re-

search has shown that media, especially television, powerfully influences

social behavior -- both positively and negatively. A CE effort must be aware

21
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of this pcower and, if at all possible, use it for CE ends. There are three

promising strategies. First, create media programming that focuses on U. ob-

-jectives. Activity could range from the creation of a CE-type "Electric Com-

pany" series to a series of 2 - 3 minute spot clips. This will.requize sub-

stantial federal and/or foundation support, again much as was the case with-

the "Electric. Company" and other program series. A second approach would be

to pressure media, employing tactics somewhat like those.of the PTA campaign

during the last two years. In a sense we would be taking citizen action to

persuade the media czars to improve the co ent and quality of programming.

Objections to violence have had an effect. w demand for positive programming

should be ini'iated. Finally, we can teach learners to be selective and criti-

cal about the rograms they watch. The'school program should make every attempt

to teach Lear ers the concepts and the attitudes necessary to move them from

being reactive dupes to critical viewers fully aware of media techniques that

are used to influence thought and behavior.

Media is a difficult and tricky area. For example, while we would like

to see media programs that further CE objectives, there is the danger of un-

wittingly abridging the First Amendment. Creating TV programs is extremely ex-

pensive and chancey. Indeed, many programs that attempted some social good

were never aired and are now 'on the shelf because they were not deemed attrac-

tive and/or were not effectively promoted. Nevertheless, CE cannot ignore the

pervasive effect of media. This last mode is a serious challenge calling for

creative polity development and innovative action.

Thus we have traced how CE instruction can go far beyond the formal cur=

22
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riculum. We are proposing that CE be aware of these many modes of instruction/

learning and mold them to further CE objectives. School is a total social/

learning experience for the student. The milieu -7 as much if not more than jo

the formal curriculum -- is the real message. We must create a total social

experience that illustrates and reinforces what we seek to teach. In order to

do this, we believe'that a CE effort must be aware of the six modes of teaching/

0

learning which we have enumerated and mobilize, them to attain CE learner ob-

jectives.

Institutions to Participate in CE

Citizen education is the responsibility of many institutional sectors of

our society, not of the schools alone. Indeed, in a sense schools serve as the

agent f these other societal sectors. Institutions (sectors) which invest in

CE today include local and national government, business, labor, volunteer or-
,

ganizati ns, religious organizations, youth service groups, the military, the

family, nd public-interest associations such as consumer-advocate groups. They

invest mo ey, offer educationafacilities, employ educational personnel, and

develop c eative curricula -- directed to their own members, the public at large,

and often ublic education,-- in an effort to convey that part of the CE message

which is important to the particular sectors.

The current effort recognizes that these institutions/sectors have a legiti-

mate place in CE, that they are vital to the mOVmept, and that they have im-)

portant resources and points of view. When mobilized for a common effort, they

will assure a richer, more powerful, more hroadly.bas,ed, and more effective CE.
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N
The Role of'Reseach for Better Schools

Research for Better Schools (RBS) is mandated to foc9s upon schools,

particularly elementary and secondary education. However, the CE component

of RBS recognizesthat these diverse societal sectors and institutions can

contribute to its planning and prograth:° Thus it will: (1) seek to develop

alliances with those societal sectors other than public education interested

in taking part in CE through voluntary association; (2) support other non-
t

school CE efforts by'encouraging teachers and students to participate in

them; (3) look to these other nonschool efforts for ideas and expertise as

appropriate; (4) invite representative§ of other societal sectors to partici-

pate in CE efforts as advisors and teyiewers; and (5) establish communications

among the sectors/institutions through conferences and other echanisms. In

short, RBS recognizes that CE encompasses more than what scholls do, that there

are many institutions and sectors sincerely engaged in CE, and that a success-

ful CE effort will require the full mobilization of these sectors in partner-

ship with public education.

The partnership will also extend to working in cooperation with the three

regional states (Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania), with local school dis-

tricts, with he parents and public of those school districts, and with the

children of e schools. At each level the agencies and the individuals will

be involved in the planningind development of CE efforts. For example, state

planning groups have already been established in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

These groups have formulated statewide goals in CE and have prQvided guidance

and consultation concerning planning for development. The next step will be

the identification of schools that will work with RBS and their state to build

CE instructional program§?

24
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C.

A Starting Point

The formulation of this working definition marks the begirtning of an

effort on the part of RBS to develop CE programsin cooperation with the three

regional states. As our work progresses the definition will predictably shift

and sharpen. New points will be added and old ones will. fall away or be mc)di-

fied. Our concepts will be further'modified by our successes and'failures, by,

what works and what does not work.

However,' we remain convinced that we must reach past the usuL. f cuk-
N

riculum concepts and draw upon the rich background'of social behavior theory

and research to engineer more powerful, more effective, and theoretically sound

instructional efforts. We must look at the school as a total learning experi-

ence for children, not as simply classroom events. What happens, for example,

among peers, parents, the community,\ and the schOol as an institution are

central to our definition. The message is delivered as much by the context

of the school as it is by the content, or formal curriculum.

Despite the unquestionable future revisions and mutations of this working

definition, we believe it gives us a start, sets goals, and helps to illuminate

the CE domain.
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